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JJIntroduction
South Africa is teetering on the edge of major change.
One of the wealthiest countries in Africa, the government
has taken bold steps to modernize systems, restructure
its economy, and invest in its people. At the forefront of
these initiatives is a focus on good governance. Politicians
at all levels of authority recognize the need to be more responsive to the needs of the people. At the national level,
the Zuma administration has called out better local governance as a central priority for South Africa.1 As a result,
the Department of Cooperative Government and Traditional Affairs (CoGTA) announced its ‘Back to Basics’ initiative at the end of 2014 with the stated goal to “put people and their concerns first and ensure constant contact
with communities through effective public participation
platforms.”2 Investment in a healthier citizen-government
dynamic has been recognised at all levels of government
as vital for the country to realize its potential.
Like other nations, South Africa is looking at technology
to help bridge gaps in government performance. Seen
as an inexpensive and efficient way to modernize service
provision, information and communication technologies
(ICTs) also have the potential to connect people in ways
that were previously unavailable to them. Upset about
dilapidated roads? Rather than submit a complaint into
a suggestion box, why not send it via SMS to the appropriate local official with an attached photo and geotag?
Wondering how people in your district view the government-run health clinics? Ask them to rate and review their
experiences on an online platform so you can track which
ones are performing well and which ones need improving. The potential uses of technology to ease governance
inefficiencies and increase engagement are enormous.

Technology, however, is not a silver bullet. While clear benefits exists, there are numerous challenges to overcome.
This study, as part of the Making All Voices Count practitioner research programme, was undertaken to look at
existing opportunities for tech-enabled government and
governance initiatives in South Africa3. The focus of the
research was to uncover the set of underlying drivers that
motivate people to look at ICTs as a plausible way to engage with their government. The guidThis study, as part of the
ing hypothesis is if
Making All Voices Count
technology enables
practitioner research propeople to access
what they want
gramme, was undertaken
from their governto look at existing opportument in an easier
nities for tech-enabled govand more reliable
ernment and governance
way, they are more
likely to adopt that
initiatives in South Africa
solution. Initiatives
that give citizens
elaborate high-tech features that don’t directly address
the basics of what they are trying to get done through
their government will fall flat. Above all, e-government
/-governance initiatives need to be demand-driven and
avoid the temptation to over-supply in the hopes that the
people will eventually catch up.
Making All Voices Count is a programme working towards
a world in which open, effective and participatory governance is the norm and not the exception. This Grand
Challenge focuses global attention on creative and cutting-edge solutions to transform the relationship between citizens and their governments. The programme
encourages locally driven and context specific change,
as we believe a global vision can only be achieved if it is

Mokobo, “Zuma Calls for Good Governance in Local Government,” (September 18, 2014).
Back to Basics: Serving Our Communities Better,” (South Africa Department of Cooperative Govenance and Traditional Affairs, 2014), 6.
3
Yowzit, with the support of Making All Voices Count undertook a research programme to explore the receptivity of the South African
environment for technology-assisted governance solutions. The inquiry was launched as part of the Making All Voices Count initiative which promotes innovative solutions to improve citizen engagement in countries worldwide. The study focused predominantly
on e-governance rather than e-government. Taking our cue from the wider literature, we define e-government in the narrower sense
of providing on-line services to citizens whereas e-governance encompasses the larger discipline of cooperative governance including citizen engagement. The primary focus of this work is on how to use technology to promote that engagement. While we do not
ignore the e-government domain, we largely focused on unpacking the opportunities and challenges for catalysing greater citizen
participation in their local institutions.
1
2
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pursued from the bottom up, rather than the top down.
The field of technology for Open Government is relatively young and the consortium partners, Hivos, Institute of
Development Studies (IDS) and Ushahidi, are a part of this
rapidly developing domain. These institutions have extensive and complementary skills and experience in the
field of citizen engagement, government accountability,
innovation and research.
Making All Voices Count is supported by the United Kingdom’s Department for International Development (DFID),
United States’ Agency for International Development
(USAID), Swedish International Development Cooperation Agency (SIDA), and Omidyar Network (ON), and is
implemented by a consortium consisting of Hivos (lead
organisation), the Institute of Development Studies (IDS)
and Ushahidi.

JJBackground
South Africa suffers a problem of governance. Similar
to other transitioning countries, the demands of the
citizenry far outpace the capacity of many local institutions to keep pace. While progress is being made,
the overall situation is difficult and becoming more
unstable. Protests over service delivery failures are
occurring with increasing frequency. Frustrated by
the perceived indifference of local government institutions, people are taking to the streets in sometimes
not-so-peaceful gatherings to voice their discontent.
According to the Institute of Race Relations, there has
been a 96% increase in service delivery protests in
South Africa since 2010.4 Some of the more recent
incidents in May of 2015 have resulted in substantial
property damage and death.5
The level of discontent is not surprising. The Department of Local Governance and Traditional Affairs

What is Yowzit?
Social networking platform that citizens use to
review service providers and share information
Content is predominantly user-generated
Web- and mobile based
Launched in July 2011
118,000 users/month
Recipient of innovation grant from Making
All Voices Count
Based in Johannesburg & led by experienced team including experts in
innovation and public policy

(CoGTA) has assessed 63% of the country’s municipalities as being dysfunctional or highly dysfunctional in
terms of their professionalism and efficiency.6 Problems noted in these troubled municipalities are numerous. Paramount is the decline in core government
services that are not being delivered or are delivered
at an unacceptably low level. The cause of poor service delivery is not always corruption and indifference,
although these pathologies definitely play a part. It
also stems from a lack of capacity on the part of officials to carry out basic functions, such as revenue
collection, which would allow them to invest in better
service output. Regardless of the cause, however, the
result is an unvirtuous cycle of increasing distance and
mistrust between local administrators and the people: the more local governments fail to meet popular
expectations, the more they are reviled by the communities whom they purport to serve, the more they
disengage from people’s everyday problems, and the
less that gets done. With nearly two-thirds of South
Africa’s municipalities not working well, the problem

As reported by Petersen, “Protests Increase by Nearly 100% since 2010,” News24(May 27, 2015). Africasecuritytracker.com,
however, shows a decrease in service delivery protests, as reported by the media, and a decline in violent protests since they began
monitoring this field in February 2015. See Africasecuritytracker.com for more information.
5.
Herman, “Man Dies, Truck, Bakkies Set Alite in Cape Town Protest,” ibid.(May 28, 2015).
6.
“Back to Basics: Serving Our Communities Better,” 6.
4.
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of local governance has become critical and requires
bold initiatives to fix. As Minister Pravin Gordhan of
CoGTA has stated, “We cannot solve today’s problems with the same level of thinking that created the
problems in the first place.”7It would seem that the
time is ripe in South Africa for a creative approach to
local governance reform.
This is not to say that initiative has been lacking. A number of approaches to utilize ICT for local governance
purposes have been tried, including governmental efforts to set up web portals and online service options.8
To date, none of these initiatives has gained broadbased usage in the population.

Understanding the reasons why ICTs have not become
more popular in the government/governance spheres,
when there is obvious growing use in
the social and even
financial realms, is a
A transition to techcritical question to
nology for better
unpack if South Afrigovernance outca hopes to capitalize
comes must be
on the benefits and
opportunities that
demand-driven
technology can prorather than supplyvide to improve govgenerated
ernance.9 Through
our background research of the literature and discussions
with practitioners in the e-governance field, a number
of general guidelines for South Africa have emerged.
Many of these practices have been ignored by other programmes entering the e-governance field in
South Africa, which explains shortfalls that they have
encountered:
•

A transition to technology for better governance
outcomes must be demand-driven rather than supply-generated. E-governance is not one-size-fits-all
and any system that hopes to deliver on the benefits of technology needs to reflect the realities of
the situation in which it is being applied.

Ibid. Minister Gordhan was quoting Albert Einstein.
Mobilitate was one of the earliest attempts to ignite movement in the e-governance field. Started by South Africa entrepreneur
Lionel Bischoff in 2010, Mobilitate set itself up as the go-to platform for citizen-local government engagement. Offering a number
of functions such as the ability for people to log issues or complaints through their phone or computer with associated photos and
geotags, tracking of complaint resolution, opinion blogs, and community discussion forums, the service had high hopes that it would
become the standard for citizen-municipal engagement throughout South Africa. This vision has yet to be realized. While the site
showed early promise, the lack of municipal uptake and the inability to sign up a critical mass of users and transform them into a vibrant online community have stalled Mobilitate’s momentum. More recently, Yowzit, a ratings and review platform originally for the
private sector, began expanding its reach into the public domain. With grant support from Making All Voices Count, Yowzit re-purposed its platform so that people could not only rate and review their local restaurants and businesses but also government services.
The use of the platform for governance purposes, while operational for only a little under a year, has already shown promise. By
combining the private-sector techniques of online community-building and the public rationales, Yowzit is a stand out for a new
model for social change.
9.
An easy explanation for the stagnation in ICT use for governance purposes is the unfamiliarity of people with the methods or a lack
of online access. The widespread use of social media and online access – via smartphone, PC, and tablet – for personal and business
outcomes suggests that this is likely not the case.
7.
8.
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•

In a situation of strained citizen-government relations, it is vital that a new approach to improving
these interactions proves worthwhile from the
start. Attention to increasing both citizen participation and municipal response is a must. Given this
requirement, movement to using ICTs to facilitate
citizen-government interactions should set realistic expectations. Technology will not automatically
create accountability and professionalism in offices
that lack these attributes, nor will it catalyse widespread community participation. It can, however,
help to spur reform by widening the conversation,
giving all people—traditionally marginalised or otherwise—a way to input their opinions, allowing for
increased transparency in decision-making, simplifying how things get done, increasing communication, and giving cash-strapped officials a more
cost-efficient and immediate way to respond. Only
when technology is embedded in larger efforts to
build community responsiveness, can change occur.

•

Use of ICTs for government and governance purposes does not happen automatically. Where widespread uptake has occurred, it has largely been
due to concerted efforts to educate people on how
to e-engage with their government coupled with
strong mentoring of officials and accountability
benchmarks for them to use the technology.

•

For technology to play a truly transformative role in
society, significant investment is needed to develop
the key infrastructure, and there must be a willingness to continually invest in keeping it relevant.10

JJ

Methodology for 			
Primary Research

The primary research findings of this report are the result of a six-month research programme undertaken
primarily in South Africa’s Gauteng and KwaZulu Natal
(KZN) provinces.11 The research was designed to represent a cross-section of South African society from a
socio-economic perspective. As such, the research was
conducted in historically black areas, known as townships, and a selection of higher socio-economic locations, known as suburbs. Townships in South Africa are
not homogenous and can vary significantly in socio-economic status. Two of the townships, Kliptown and
Diepsloot, are populated by the poorest and most marginalised people while Tembisa, Umlazi and Chatsworth
are populated by people with a higher socio-economic
status. Suburbs in South Africa are now multi-racial and
populated by people of high socio-economic status.

Tamkivi, “Lessons from the World’s Most Tech-Savvy Government,” The Atlantic (January 24, 2014).
Gauteng and KZN were chosen to provide diversity and to represent two of the three largest urban and peri-urban areas of the
country. Due to the demographic composition of these provinces, the non-black African population surveyed skewed to be more Indian and less coloured or Afrikaans-speaking than the country at large. The survey was administered in English, although researchers
translated questions into Zulu as respondents needed; Zulu is the predominant native language in these provinces.
10.

11.
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Both qualitative and quantitative methods were used
as well as extensive desk research and discussions with
experts.
The Jobs to be Done Approach
The study applied the Jobs to be Done framework
to structure both the focus group discussion (FGD)
and survey questions. The Jobs to be Done approach
emerged from the disruptive innovation work pioneered by Harvard Business School professor Clayton
Christensen. Christensen argues that only by understanding what jobs people are trying to get done in
their daily lives can organisations proffer offerings that
are relevant and ultimately used. It is not sufficient to
ask people what they want, as they often are only able
to articulate a narrow, and often suboptimal, solution
to the underlying job they are actually trying to satisfy. As Henry Ford reputedly said, “If I asked people
what they wanted, they would have said faster horses.”
Identifying the jobs to be done allows for innovative
and targeted solutions to be constructed with a high
guarantee of success. This holds true whether working in the public or private sector. Questions in both
the focus groups and the survey, therefore, probed to
uncover the range of jobs that people were looking to
get done with regard to their local government in order
to better understand how technology, as well as which
technologies, could be used to satisfy those jobs.
The study used the method of Jobs to be Done to

understand latent needs and how new solutions
would be received, given that the status quo is clearly inadequate and a poor baseline for conceiving the
future. The Jobs approach, pioneered by consumer
marketing organizations such as Procter & Gamble,
maps the landscape both as it is today and how it will
look as new solutions take root.
Beyond looking at the jobs that people are trying to
get done, the Jobs approach examines what drives
people to have distinct needs – in our
study, these were
Used the method
factors such as comfort with social meof Jobs to be Done
dia and township vs.
to understand
suburban location. It
latent needs and
completes the view
how new solutions
of today’s world by
looking at current
would be received
approaches and pain
points, such as using suggestion boxes
with little confidence that suggestions are even seen
by anyone beyond the office where the suggestions
are left.
The Jobs approach then provides critical perspective
on what future solutions must achieve. It looks at
success criteria for these solutions, such as the ability
to show problems vs. just tell about them, as well as
the ability for people reviewing institutions to remain
anonymous. The approach also examines what obstacles may get in the way of adopting new solutions, such
as feeling that one person can’t make a difference or
not trusting the entity providing a new e-governance
solution.
In contrast to other research approaches, which focus
on what people are doing today and what their flash
reactions are to new solutions, Jobs provides a very
well-rounded view of what new solutions must accomplish to succeed and how they will be compared
over time to the status quo. It thereby enables solution providers to devise concepts beyond the narrow
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constraints of current thinking as well as to take a very
realistic look at how those concepts will be received.
Survey Techniques
For the qualitative part of the research, 20 FGDs were
undertaken with between 2-6 people in each group.
Special attention was given to diversifying the respondent groups and talking to both high-technology users
as well as those who have little to no access to the Internet or a tablet or smartphone.
Quantitatively, a sample of 381 people was surveyed
through a combination of face-to-face interviews and
an online questionnaire. Respondents for the face-toface interview were selected through random selection of participants in public areas. Researchers stood
outside shopping centres and asked every 3rd person,
as possible, to take a short survey. No incentive was
provided to the respondents. We found that some respondents in suburban commercial areas actually lived
in townships, and we recorded them as such. There
were few suburban residents whom we found in townships, but when that occurred we recorded them by
their residence, not where we happened to encounter
them. We obtained 229 township and 79 suburban responses through this face-to-face approach.
Online participants were recruited through Yowzit’s
ratings and review platform. While recruiting through
Yowzit’s site introduces a bias in favour of high frequency technology users of a certain age group and
background, the interest in doing so was to ensure that
we captured the voice of this vanguard population. It is
this group that are likely to be the early adopters of any
new ICT initiative and from whom early lessons will be

culled. People coming to the Yowzit website, through
a PC or via smartphone/tablet, were asked to click a
link leading them to an online survey. Again, no incentive was provided to complete this survey. This part of
the survey was national, and therefore 5% of the overall survey respondents were outside of Gauteng and
KZN. We obtained 73 responses through the online
approach.
Unexpectedly, social media usage was higher among
the in-person respondents than we anticipated, and
the online survey respondents were not substantially
different from the in-person ones once we divided the
population among township and suburban survey-takers.12 For the overall survey population, 35% of respondents claimed to be Yowzit users.
Overall the survey population was gender balanced,
with 52% of respondents being female. This proportion
was consistent across township/suburban and high/
low social media usage, with the greatest skew being
suburban low social media users at 56% female.
The age range of respondents covered younger adult
as well as middle aged years, with a few older respondents as well. Here, the distinctions between township/suburban were more notable, with 28% of township residents surveyed being 18-24 vs. 17% suburban,
and 34% being 25-34 in townships vs. 27% suburban.13
Interestingly, there was little divergence in age range
between high and low social media users.
Data on education, race, and home language were
also collected. The distribution reflected expected
populations.

We defined social media usage by how often people accessed – via smartphone, PC, or tablet – “social media such as Facebook
or Instagram.” Respondents who answered “all day long,” “a few times a day,” or “once a day” were classified as High Social Media
Users for the purposes of data analysis.
13.
According to the United National Population Fund (UNFPA), 66% of South Africa’s population is below the age of 35. This youth
bulge is consistent with many other developing or transitioning countries whose populations are skewed toward younger cohorts.
See http://countryoffice.unfpa.org/southafrica/2013/04/22/6609/youth/
12.
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could do our queries online instead of holding on the phone for a long period of time”. Another
respondent in Durban talked about his experience in Uganda with a municipality who worked
through social media. He commented, “what I liked about the municipality there (in Uganda) is that
they had a Facebook page for the community to state their need and concerns. It put pressure on
them because there were a lot of things coming up.” Asked in the survey if they “would use an
Internet or smartphone-based system to provide feedback and input to local government,”
respondents generally said that they would. This sentiment was mirrored to a large extent in the
focus group discussions. Intriguingly, the sentiment echoed across both high and local social media
users, as well as township / suburban divides:

JJ
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Even more importantly, we asked, “If you could have an opportunity to rate and review your
experience with local government, do you think it would improve their service delivery?” The
response was overwhelmingly positive across all groups. We then expanded the question to include
and
Copyright
© 2015 Yowzit
(Pty) Ltd“Should this service include the chanceE-Governance
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withSoftware
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same problem and not have the means to voice their
grievances.”
While attitudes were optimistic they were also realistic.
Citizens of South Africa are under no illusions about what
can be accomplished in the near term. They understand
that the barriers to change are high. This no nonsense
attitude was reflected in such statements such as “people are scared to provide poor feedback” and “if you
are not affiliated with a certain party you struggle to get
access to this (community projects, jobs) information”
or “people are very proud and wouldn’t feel comfortable sharing their problems.” Even in the face of these
potential roadblocks, however, there was the palpable
sense that small positive changes could have an outsized
effect. “I would like to see small local successes” said
one man. Another respondent talked about the need to
show “quick wins” in order to “get people to think their
voice matters.” And still another spoke about addressing “simple problems in the community” to “get people
excited.” This same respondent suggested working with
only “a handful of municipalities that seem inclined to

be responsive.” Usefulness and demonstrable benefit
will be key to getting people to value ICTs as a worthwhile option for engaging with their local government.14

Not everyone was attracted to the idea of a web-based
platform for governance. While a minority opinion in
this study, their views represent real obstacles that
need to be understood. Concerns gravitated around
the effectiveness of such a system, whether people
would use it, as well as cost and security. One women
from Elandskop stated, “I don’t think your suggestion
(communicating with the government through a website) would be taken seriously, so I think forming a group
that would approach the counsellors and other officials
would be more effective.” Another woman from Tembisa talked about the level of “ignorance on a personal
level” and how “people often don’t take the time.” A
less dubious participant from Durban was more amendable to using a web platform but stressed the need to
show people how to digitally engage: “Yes, we could do
our queries online instead of holding on the phone for
a long period of time. But they would need to advertise
how people can access
them and how easy it is
to access them through
I M P O R TA N T R E A S O N S W H Y P L AT F O R M I S A P P E A L I N G
adverts.” Other people were more blunt in
I Want to Improve My Community
their commentary. One
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stated very directly: “I
would not waste my
airtime on the governWorth to Try to See If It Makes a Difference
ment because I will not
get anything.” Another
Easy to Use
participant from Umhlanga Rocks talked
Friends Are Doing It
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0%
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E-Governance:While
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International Journal of Public
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7 (2008).
Concerns gravitated around the effectiveness of such a system, whether people would use it, as well
as cost and security. One women from Elandskop stated, “I don’t think your suggestion
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taken seriously,
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Township residents, especially those in the worst-off
locales, feel neglected. As one women from Elandskop
stated, “It is very difficult for us to voice our concerns
because government officials in our area are not receptive.” Services that are provided, e.g. job bulletin
boards, are believed to be exploited to deliver benefits such as jobs to those who are related or otherwise
connected to those with local power. This sentiment
was stated several times but expressed very clearly by
another interviewee from Elandskop: “Political affiliation is a major issue in our community because if you
are not a member of a certain party you have very
restricted access to information.” In the face of such
mistrust, individuals often felt that one voice
makes no difference.
I M P O R TA N T R E A S O N S W H Y P L AT F O R M I S
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UNAPPEALING
they felt quite differTownship
Suburb
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person in Chatsworth
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person complains, no
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Not My Responsibility
same thing, government officials would
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be more responsive.”
The theme of single vs.
collective voice is one
that will likely
remain
important in South Africa and
The survey
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who
said theymistrust
were not
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underlying
of the government
colours
perceptions
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in
how
change
takes place. As eloquentinterested
in the
system whether
one reason
might
of progress
that can
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through technology
or any
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ly expressed
by one of the female participants from
bethat
it isthe“not
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Relatively
chose services.
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uponfew
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Township residents,
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township,
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this option
to locales,
the more
especially
those incompared
the worst-off
feelpractical
neglected.barriers
As one women from Elandskop
stated,mass
“It is of opinion matters as an
to mass action.” She went on
very noted
difficultabove.
for us to voice our concerns because government officialsalternative
in our areato
areresorting
not
to
say
that
“individual
voices
haven’t been fostered,”
receptive.” Services that are provided, e.g. job bulletin boards, are believed to be exploited to
and that it is important to “get people to think their
With both supporters and cynics, an underlying mistrust
deliver benefits such as jobs to those who are related or otherwise connected to those with local
voice matters.”
of the government colours perceptions of progress
power. This sentiment was stated several times but expressed very clearly by another interviewee
that can be achieved through technology or any othfrom Elandskop: “Political affiliation is a major issue in our community because if you are not a
er means. There is deep-seated doubt that the govmember
of a certain
party you
have upon
very restricted
access
to information.” In the face of such
ernment
will actually
deliver
promised
services.
They are not passionate about service delivery.” While
survey results highlighted cost as a concern, the issues did not present in the FGDs in a significant way.
People mentioned cost in regard to thinking they had
to pay for the government’s toll free help lines if they
were not calling from a land line. Given that most of
the people interviewed only had mobile phones, this
was an obvious concern. One woman from Kliptown
commented that “Internet prices are too high.” Similarly, survey results show that security was noted as a
significant disincentive to use an on-line platform. This
result was not mirrored in the FGDs, where security
was barely mentioned.

mistrust, individuals often felt that one voice makes no difference. Critically, however, they felt
quite differently about collective voices, and many said that there is power in numbers to demand
something better. As a person in Chatsworth argued, “When one person complains, no one would
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What people want from their government
Participants expressed a wide range of needs related
to public services. Naturally, the first priority was having public services delivered reliably and at high quality.
Currently, there is widespread criticism of the quality
and consistency of service provision. In Pinetown, one
participant spoke of the “high level of nepotism (that)
affects the quality of services rendered to citizens, so
even if you lodge a complaint, the people who attend to
it are unqualified and lack passion for their jobs.” Another person from Merebank told of the uselessness of going through official channels: “They don’t let you know
if your issue is being resolved; we have had issues and
spoke directly to the local counsellor about people who
were illegally staying on our neighbour’s abandoned
house and stealing from our yards but we found no
joy.” Many spoke of long waits, poorly outfitted clinics,
and unpredictable repairs. In Kliptown one young man
told the story: “We complain about general and specific
(things), for example long queues. Recently someone
died in the queue!” Indeed, the survey showed that
reliable information on government schedules, such
as for power load shedding or vaccinations, topped
the list with 90% of respondents rating it as important

(5-7 on a 7 point scale
of importance). A
We complain
whopping 73% rated
it a 7 on that 7 point
about general and
scale. The finding
specific (things),
was consistent across
for example long
township/suburb and
queues. Recently
high/low social media
users and was also
someone died in
reflected in those
the queue!
who participated in
the FGDs. While disruptions from events
such as load shedding or changes to rubbish collection
schedules are distained, they are nevertheless expected. Respondents said that simply knowing about when
these things would occur, or when positive events such
as vaccinations would take place, would help in planning their often unpredictable lives.
Other information needs are assessed in the chart on
page 12. Job opportunities stand out in both the survey and the FGDs as being extremely important.15 As
mentioned earlier, there exists the widespread perception that job bulletin boards are rigged to favour
the friends and families of those with influence. Jobs
that are posted on these sites are generally thought
to be already filled by those with connections. In this
vein, people expressed an eagerness not only to have a
more credible site to job search but also to have greater visibility on what is taking place in their neighbourhood and surrounding areas. Information on ongoing
or upcoming municipal projects, which might provide
a source of employment, was mentioned in several focus groups as valuable intelligence. Relatedly, people
expressed an interest in knowing “more about what
happens to the public funds given to counsellors for
the development of our area.”

The chart concentrates on distinctions between township and suburb, as high and low social media users tended to be consistent
on their information needs with the slight exception of high social media users being skewing more toward 5-6 than 7 in how important they viewed a community bulletin board to be; conversely, low social media users viewed it as more important. Throughout this
report, unless stated otherwise importance is defined as a 5-7 rating on a 7 point scale.
15
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activityinformation
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takinggovernment
their activity,
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roseplace
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were keenwas
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information
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Another
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man from
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el of and
mistrust
define citizen-government relations.
hearget
positive
things about
where
they lived
– history,
notable
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to celebrate.
same
group
said
that
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inform
peoHowever
people
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having such a site as being critiOne respondent from Queesburgh stated: “I would like to see notification about any positive things
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Kliptown)
usingand
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cal to Another
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in myevents
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have
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Many of those interviewed
from Folweni also expressed interest in more positive news: “I would like to see positive
about
more detailed and targeted information – lagged far
stated
unequivocally
that they would help populate the
my community and measures to be taken in addressing social ills.” And
a women
from Tembisa,
behind. Even for high social media users, just 16% of
site with community information that could be helpful
when asked what she would like to see on a web platform, responded “things to make me proud.”
township residents reported that they used websites
to local officials as well as to their neighbours. In one
What is remarkable is that while many people often had little hope for immediate improvement of
their surroundings, they enthusiastically welcomed good news of even very modest proportions.
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Durban FGD, all participants unanimously stated that
they would contribute to the platform if it existed.
“Social media is an effective way of voicing one’s concerns about government” stated another person from
Chatsworth. “We need to know someone is listening”
declared a women from Tembisa when asked to name
a possible benefit of using a web portal to talk to the
government.
The appetite for
greater engagement
with fellow citizens
Ultimately, people
was less surprising.
interviewed clearPeople see an obvily understood the
ous benefit in having
a common knowlpower of collective
edge base about
action and their
what is happening
need for a comin their area and
what others see as
mon approach
important issues. In
Kliptown, one person suggested that it
would be useful for everyone to be able to see which
areas are receiving services and which are not. Another
participant from Durban suggested that perhaps local
government needs more help from the communities:
“maybe they (the government) don’t know” about specific problems. “Potholes are hard to find.” And still another person from Kliptown said a web platform would
be useful if it allowed the government “to interact with
the feedback and communicate with the community.”
Ultimately, people interviewed clearly understood the
power of collective action and their need for a common approach. As expressed by one participant from
Merebank, “I would like to know about the good and
the bad that’s happening in the neighbourhood for people to be aware and maybe from there solutions can be
formed about what to do.” When asked whether they
were interested in knowing what problems other people in their neighbourhood were concerned about, a
participant from Umlazi responded, “Yes, I would. I am
a person who likes helping others.” Someone else from
Pinetown said that he would “contribute experiences
regarding criminal activities and scams going on in my

Copyright © 2015 Yowzit Software (Pty) Ltd

area just so others are alert.” And still another women
from Tembisa postulated that, “We can create change
by getting the community to monitor things.” Community mapping was another idea put forth by a respondent also from Tembisa. She explained that having a live
and interactive community map could help people understand “what’s around and what opportunities exist.”
A respondent from Umlazi said he supported the idea
of having a web platform but stressed that it needed
to be “designed in such a way that it is interactive and
user-friendly.”
Interestingly, despite the obvious enthusiasm for community cohesion and an awareness that technology can
help spur greater unity, some people interviewed for
the FGDs were hesitant to trust the opinions of others,
especially if those opinions were expressed online. Repeatedly, people stated that “information shared online
is unreliable” or dismissed people’s input by saying “it’s
only people’s opinion and I wouldn’t base my decision
on something I read online.” The suspicion by some respondents of crowdsourced content is a barrier that requires deeper questioning to unpack the source of this
mistrust. As people in South Africa have come to realise,
a fragmented community is unable to accomplish very
much in the face of a disorganised or indifferent local
government.
As for why the idea of a web platform, in theory, seemed
to appeal to people, the answer is likely found in the
unsatisfactory approaches that people currently have
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available to them now. Suggestion boxes, which are the
most common method to lodge a complaint or problem are referred to as a “black hole” good for “recycling
paper” by many people. As explained by a respondent
from Tembisa, “I used the suggestion boxes in the past
but nobody replied.” Whether true or not, the general
perception is that negative feedback is simply discarded. Ward Councillors, in contrast, are generally viewed
positively. People see them as having the authority to
accomplish things. However, Ward Councillors only
hear a very small percentage of issues and are largely
inconsistent in how they respond. Furthermore, not everyone felt that they had easy access to people of that
stature. Local government websites are another avenue
through which people can find information. While one
person interviewed said that he went to a government
website and found information easy to find, the general
feeling was that these websites were a difficult or impossible way to find things. Google was sometimes referenced for information, but data on local institutions
was very scant. There were a few mentions in higher
income groups of travel-related sites, namely TripAdvisor, but this was for very specialized needs.
People participate but do not provide much feedback
Citizens in South Africa have either lost or not adequately developed the habit of providing feedback to
those in authority. Most respondents did participated
governance via voting. 70% of township residents reporting voting in the last national election, vs. 78% for

suburban residents. When it came to local elections,
56% of townships residents voted, as did 70% of suburban residents. Elections provoke involvement. Far
fewer people had participated in protests: just 16% in
the townships and 12% in the suburbs.
Unfortunately,
involvement did not
extend to providing
Despite their lack
feedback. Across the
of involvement in
overall survey popuproviding feedback,
lation, only 34% said
citizens believe that
they provided feedback, and there was
doing so is critical
little variation among
sub-populations – the
high was 38% among
suburban high social media users, and the low was 31%
among township low social media users. Among those
who did provide such feedback, community meetings
were by far the most common form of participation in
townships, while suburban respondents who were high
social media users reported social media to be their
usual means of participation. For all populations, other
mechanisms such as e-mail and letters to newspaper editors ranked far behind.
Despite their lack of involvement in providing feedback,
citizens believe that doing so is critical. This finding held
true both when we asked about the importance of respondents providing feedback personally to local government (79% in townships rated it as important, and
also 79% in the suburbs) and for their community to provide feedback to local government (87% township, 87%
suburbs). Suburban residents who are low social media
users were somewhat less engaged (32% rated community feedback as a 7 in importance, vs. 56% of high social
media users). Nonetheless, the overall importance of
providing feedback was striking.
If people view feedback as so essential, yet do not provide it, what stands in their way? The reason certainly is
not rooted in satisfaction with government. On a 7 point
scale, just 36% of township residents rated government
service delivery a 5-7, and that fell to 28% in the suburbs.
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board feature, it is striking that there is so much agreement between township and suburban
populations on which features would be most important:
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With regard to which part of the platform would be important to citizens, respondents indicated a
wish for a broad range of features that include both one-way distribution of information and twoway
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Analysis and 				
Recommendations

At a high level, our research provided simple yet critical findings that impact how e-governance initiatives
should be framed and executed:
•

Show relevance. Any ICT platform aimed at improving governing outcomes needs to demonstrate
clear and unquestionable benefits to both citizens
and government officials. Initiatives should focus
on satisfying immediate priorities as quickly and
straightforwardly as possible before turning to more
elaborate functions. In South Africa, improved service delivery stands out as an obvious focus. Small
but effective progress can go a long way to building
confidence in a solution. Quick wins can ignite enthusiasm and build momentum.

•

Keep it simple. For any new ICT initiative or programme, it is critical to start simple and then build
out. While it may be tempting to craft a complete
e-governance system from the beginning, the likelihood that such a system will be used broadly is
small. A rapid feedback loop is needed to continually understand how people are using an e-governance platform or not, which elements are most
popular, why others are not, and how the system
can be adjusted to become more relevant. Just as
with private Internet initiatives, public programs
need to retain flexibility to react quickly as individuals’ online habits evolve.

•

Progress will be gradual. Initial progress will be
modest and very significant improvement may
take years to materialize. It is unrealistic to expect
wide-scale change in the way that people operate to occur over night. Similarly, it takes time to
read just how governing institutions perform their
daily work. Establishing a credible time frame for

change with realistic benchmarks will allow proper monitoring of progress and allow appropriate
course corrections to be made throughout the
course of the initiative.
•

Combine high-tech and low-tech approaches. The
digital divide in South Africa is closing. Initiatives
such as South Africa Connect is working to provide all people access to broadband connections
by 2020 at affordable rates. These nation-wide
programmes are being complemented by provincial action to ensure not only that all citizens have
broadband access but also that those who cannot
afford to pay are able to go online for free.17 In spite
of the impressive improvement in Internet access,
a digital divide continues to exist and can be anticipated to limit certain underprivileged sectors of the
population. Technology-enabled governance, however, does not have to solely rely on smartphones
and cool apps. A successful system will combine
high-tech and low-tech options to appeal to as wide
a population as possible.

•

Smartphones are important. Any platform has to
be smartphone enabled. Mobile and broadband
connections in Africa are expected to grow from
100 million in 2013 to 800 million by 2018 and the
price of smartphones is dropping at an extraordinary rate. Most of the survey respondents owned a
smartphone already.

More specific with regard to e-governance in South Africa, the research uncovered many useful findings:
•

Limited access is inhibiting feedback. Citizens feel
that they have input to provide, but they say they
do not understand government processes and have
trouble providing feedback directly. Existing mechanisms, such as community meetings, are used by
a small minority of the surveyed population. Civil
society groups—such as NGOs, churches or other
trusted institutions—can play a key role in helping

“Freedom on the Net: South Africa,” (2014).
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their communities better understand how to engage with their local government, and each other,
through an e-governance platform. Involvement of
these critical actors is a must.
•

An e-governance platform is appealing. While
township and suburban residents, as well as high/
low social media users, saw different levels of appeal in distinct sets of features, all groups found the
concept of an e-governance platform to be attractive. Through offering several types of benefits, a
platform can attract a broad range of users and be a
truly inclusive mechanism for engaging citizens.

•

Information and interaction are both important.
Especially given the challenges caused by recent
power load shedding, citizens sought information
about schedules and other events. Township residents also had a particular interest in a job bulletin board. But it was clear as well that people
sought interaction and wanted to contribute, not
just consume, information. Having both one-way
and two-way interaction holds promise of making
a platform a top-of-mind destination. While many
e-governance models suggest that the more sophisticated interaction-engagement components of
the infrastructure be phased in at later stages of development, the preliminary results of this research
suggest that simple models for citizen engagement,
either with the government or between citizens,
can be developed from the start. Give the low level
of performance of many of South Africa’s municipalities, civil society may be a viable entry point.

•

Expectations are modest. Unsurprisingly, people wanted a response from government to the
issues they posted. However they did not expect
a sea-change in performance. Citizens said they
would engage because they wanted to play a part
in improving their community, and the notion
that they could join with government to improve
public services was broadly appealing.
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•

Administration should be arms-length. Local
government was viewed warily as an entity to run
such a service. National government, the private
sector, or an NGO was seen as a more trusted entity to ensure the service works as it should.

JJMoving Forward
The findings of this report provide a clearer picture
of the general e-readiness of South African citizens
to engage in new ways with their formal institutions.
People are frustrated with the ‘business as usual’ approach to managing their daily lives, which is yielding poor results and increased discontent. While the
sample of this study was small, the data suggests a
willingness on the part of people to consider technology as a governance enabler. The South African government, while vocally supporting innovation in governance through technology, however, has been slow
to act. With more than half of their municipalities
failing to meet basic standards of service and people
becoming more aggressive in how they protest, the
need is huge. Given the seriousness of the situation,
the question of how change can occur becomes critical. This suggests an area ripe for further investigation. Best practices on how to address deficiencies
in government performance through technology-enabled strategies are still being discovered. While
many societies in the more advanced countries have
effectively pushed forward ICT enabled government
and governance initiatives, there is no guarantee
that their strategies and successes can be replicated in lesser-developed contexts. In these settings, a
key underlying requirement is often missing—willing
government participation. For those who believe that
technology can help improve public sector accountability and transparency and augment citizen voice,
the question becomes how to best effect change in a
non-cooperative environment?
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Relatedly but more specifically, the question of the
effectiveness of demand-driven e-governance programmes is also poorly understood. Currently, e-governance initiatives overly focus on a supply-driven
model where government capacity to operate in the
digital domain is built first and citizen e-engagement
cultivated later. This model has worked successfully in
many countries whose governments already perform
reasonably well and see technology as an easy way to
increase their efficiency and effectiveness. In societies
where the government performance is more questionable and their willingness to perform uncertain, the
supply-driven approach makes less sense. Follow-on
research should consider demand-driven models for
promoting better governance through technology.
Questions could include: How can citizens use technology to call their government to account in a peaceful but open manner?18 What pressures or incentives
work best to change government behaviour? How can
citizens organise to address their own issues in the face
of an indifferent or ineffective municipal government?
More practically, for Yowzit and others trying to work in
this space, the findings of this report suggest a number
of important learnings that can guide how to engage
going forward in the domain of digital governance in
South Africa. Five major points stand out:
•

Become a marketplace for information. While Yowzit started as a ratings and review site of private sector entities, in the public sphere the platform must
go beyond this service to provide content that is localised and relevant. People want to be able to plan,
and information that allows them to do so is highly
valued. For example, load shedding schedules give
people the ability to organize their activities around
when they have electricity and when they do not.
Immunization announcements ensure that families
can receive their annual shots and take care of their

health. Knowing that your garbage won’t be collected on its usual day because of holiday scheduling
or another disruption not only prevents trash from
piling up on the streets, but enables you to dispose
of waste on the substitute day. Efficiencies in information go a long way to making life easier.
•

Support different avenues to engage. A common
criticism of ICTs is that they leave out sections of a
population that either don’t have access to technology or are uncomfortable using it for purposes
other than basic communication. For the technology-initiated community, taking advantage of
computers, tablets, and smartphones to perform a
range of activities is enticing. This has been shown
in many other countries where people have migrated online for a number of common activities like
food shopping, online courses, reporting potholes,
booking travel, taking surveys, managing bills, etc.
There is no reason to think that as South Africans
become more comfortable using their computers,
tablets and phones in a variety of different ways
that they will not embrace this modality as a legitimate means to interact with the public sector.
This does not mean that virtual engagement
should be touted as the best or only way for people to participate. Whether comfortable with technology or not, a variety of different means should
be fostered for people to be able to interact with
their government. Technology should not replace
tried and true systems that already work. Rather, it is meant to work side-by-side with low-tech
approaches to compliment and augment. The ultimate goal is not to force people to use technology. It is to creatively take advantage of all means
possible to create a robust and working relationship between the government and the people for
better socio-economic outcomes.

A recent article in the New York Times reported on how Egyptians began posting photos and reports of the miserable state of
public facilities on Facebook. The article is unclear of the effect that such postings had on the al-Sisi government but it is an example
of citizen use of technology to try to improve government services. Fahim and Thomas, "Frustrated Egyptians Turn to Facebook to
Shame Officials," The New York Times, July 25, 2015.
18
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•

Promote partnerships. The move to digitalised
government often focuses overwhelmingly on
the supply-side of the equation. Equally important, however, is the demand. Creating awareness
within communities of how they can use different technologies to access important information,
express their opinions, provide feedback, and
collaborate with others is critical for the evolution of a well-working e-governance system. Civil
society groups are logical partners in any digital
governance effort and must be included in the
evolution of any system. These groups have the
reach within communities to not only introduce
how to use technology for governance but to support people in its application. Equally important,
civil society groups are essential for acquiring real-time feedback on what works, what doesn’t
and what else people want. Such feedback should
be used to refine the specifics of the platform and
test different approaches to generate local momentum for its use.

•

Facilitate citizen-government communication. It
is unrealistic to expect an open exchange between
citizens and their government to emerge in the
early days of any e-governance programme. The
back-and-forth between people and their officials,
however, is one of the key components that can
endow credibility on the system and encourage its
use. As municipalities are gearing up to become
more responsive, they will need help in getting the
basics right. This will include support in responding to constituents, posting important information
on a consistent basis and communicating changes
that are being undertaken. Without this responsiveness, people are likely to look at a governance
platform—no matter how easy it is to use—as being ineffective and not worth their time.

•

Don’t under-invest in monitoring. Any new system
has the potential to be abused or used in unintended ways. A Do No Harm approach is required to be
built into the management of the site. This means
that active monitoring of content is required so that
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the site, which is intended for open and unbiased
use by all individuals, does not become a platform
for politically aligned groups promoting their own
agendas. Similarly, security of the system is paramount. People need to be sure that their personal information cannot being accessed to be used
against them. Privacy must be guaranteed.

JJConclusion
South African citizens want to engage more with local
government institutions with better outcomes. The
findings of this report clearly show that the demand
is there even though most people lack access to their
local government, and knowledge about how to do
so and are dubious that their contributions will have
any impact. Yet there is clear willingness to do more,
especially if the process can be simplified. E-governance provides a mechanism to do so – one which
is immediately appealing to a broad cross-section of
society. With a variety of content and interaction, an
e-governance platform would offer compelling ways
to get citizens engaged.
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